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Landscape and cultural roads of the municipality of Matet

I- -P: 04
Landscape adapted to intellectually 
disabled people

Description
The Universal Landscape idea implies 
approaching the landscape in such a 
way that it allows the participation and 
enjoyment of all people, including those 
who have certain limitations, such as 
intellectual disability.

The municipal territory of Matet has a 
good number of landscaping attractions 
to be admired by all, albeit not exempt 
from some barriers that limit their 
universal enjoyment. These barriers are 
not insurmountable because they only 
require adaptation so that these access, 
participation and enjoyment objectives 
are met for all.

Consequently, Matet’s landscape 
becomes universal as it is adapted to 
intellectually disabled people’s needs and 
requirements who, along a walk that is 
approximately 7 km long, can enjoy its 
agricultural, and also its urban landscape.



I- -P:04  Landscape adapted to intellectually 
disabled people

Landscape resources
Crops

03. The cultivated landscape in terraces 
08. Rain-fed crops – Olive trees

Water
01. “El Molino” (flour mill) 
05. Water supply for irrigation purposes 
07. La fuente (spring) que Nace

The natural landscape
02. Rambla del Perrudo 
04. Mountains - vegetation 
06. Sediments on the Rambla del 
Perrudo

Urban landscape
09. The town of Matet
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01. "El Molino", harinero

02. Rambla del Perrudo
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A. Landscape for all (adapted to intellectually disabled people)

SECTORS

01. "El Molino"

02. Rambla Perrudo

06. Sediments Perrudo

07. Spring"que Nace"
09. Rainfed crops

03. Landscape in terraces
05. Water suplly

04. Mountains (vegetation)

08. Town (Matet)

B. Landscape for all (adapted to 
intellectually disabled people)

Technical characteristics
Approximate time 4 hours Length 7,40 km
Type of itinerary Circular
Accumulated slope Average slope

ascending 228 m ascending (+) 5,30%

descending - 228 m descending (-) 5,40%

Reference mapping
Series (scale) Leaves Organism

MTN National Topographic 
Map  (1:50000)

640 National Geographic 
Institute

MTN National Topographic 
Map  (1:25000)

640-I National Geographic 
Institute

Reference Mapping 
(1:50000)

8. Alto Palancia Valencian Cartographic 
Institute

Reference Mapping 
(1:5000)

CV05-64013, 64014, 
64022, 64023, 64024, 

64033, 64034

Valencian Cartographic 
Institute
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Mind the environment
All the Itineraries are circular and start in 
the town of Matet.

It is easy to find containers to drop waste 
into. Please try to bring back any waste 
you have made during the Itinerary. To 
do so, there are containers of all kinds 
in the town.

You will see them on this map:

Ayuntamiento 
de Matet

Calle San Miguel, 16   tel: 964 14 25 37  
www.matet.es    info@matet.es


